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Abstract 
We propose a new and uniform abstract relational approach to demonic nondeterminism and 
robust correctness similar to Hoare’s chaos semantics. It is based on a specific set of relations 
on flat lattices. This set forms a complete lattice. Furthermore, we deal with the refinement of 
programs. Among other things, we show the correctness of the unfold/fold method for demonic 
nondeterminism and robust correctness as refinement relation and investigate relationships to 
Dijkstra’s wp-calculus and Morgan’s specification statement. 
Keywords: Semantics of specifications and programs; Relational specification; Demonic nondetenninism; 
Robust correct refinement; Weakest preconditions; Specification statement 
1. Introduction 
In the last years the relational calculus of Tarski [28, lo] has widely been used by 
computer scientists who view it as a convenient formalism for describing fnndamen- 
tal concepts of programming languages. Employing relations in such a component-free 
form, the simple and “linear” nature of the expressions and formulae of the calculus 
allows formal (and often concise) manipulations of algebraic laws and identities. This 
makes programs and their properties more handy for theoretical investigations, e.g. 
concerning proofs of properties of programs, relations between programs, and trans- 
formation rules. Furthermore, as relational algebra has a fixed and surprisingly small 
set of axioms, a supporting (of course not an automatic) computer system can be im- 
plemented (cf. e.g. [8,13]) and, hence, the manipulations can even be checked with 
computer assistance. 
If one deals with program development by transformations, the programming lan- 
guage should contain nondeterminism in order to enable simple specifications of 
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“naturally” ambiguous tasks (“problems with inherent nondeterminism” as often ap- 
pearing in graph theory) and to allow the postponing of design decisions. In the 
literature, one finds three different variants of nondeterminism. The erratic variant 
chooses any of the possible computations, be it terminating or not. Angelic nonde- 
terminism corresponds to a “prophetic” choice during computation. Here possible ter- 
mination is equivalent to guaranteed termination. And, finally, in sharp contrast to 
this variant we have demonic nondeterminism underlying the wp-calculus. Here a pos- 
sible undefined result (i.e. nontermination) is equivalent to a guaranteed undefined 
result. 
A first approach to deal with demonic nondeterminism based on relational algebra is 
to introduce demonic variants of compositionandunion [25,7,5]. However, on the one 
hand, then Hoare’s refinement relation [ 161 would not lead to a cpo structure and, on 
the other hand, the restriction ordering [25,24] would not allow general recursion but 
only for iteration (since demonic composition has only been proved to be monotonic in 
the second argument w.r.t. restriction ordering). Therefore, in this article a new abstract 
relational approach is proposed to describe the semantics of a demonic nondeterministic 
language and to give a model of robust correctness, both based on Hoare’s chaos 
semantics [15]. We concentrate entirely on the semantic level and view rehtions us 
programs (statements). 
In the rest of the article, first, we briefly recall some basic properties from the algebra 
of relations and introduce some special relations. 
Then we present a relation algebraic model of a simple demonic nondeterminis- 
tic programming language without iteration and recursion. The set &? of “allowed” 
interpretations of programs forms a complete lattice w.r.t. an ordering called &. Fur- 
thermore, the basic operators are monotonic. Using fixed point machinery, therefore, 
we can generalize the model to the full language including semantical operators for 
iteration and general recursion, too. 
Next, we deal with the refinement of programs. Each kind of nondeterminism (and 
here our view is that they differ only in the choice between nontermination and ter- 
mination) leads to a certain notion of program refinement. In the case of angelic non- 
determinism, the fixed point ordering and the refinement relation are identical, viz. set 
inclusion, so that the correctness of unfold/fold is obvious. The other cases are prob- 
lematic, since refinement relation and fixed point ordering differ. For erratic nondeter- 
minism the refinement relation is again set inclusion, but the fixed point ordering is 
based on the Egli-Milner ordering; the correctness of unfold/fold has been shown in 
[6]. In the case of demonic nondeterminism, refinement leads to robustly correct re- 
finement. Using our approach, the refinement relation corresponds to the reverse of our 
fixed point ordering Cu. We show the correctness of unfold/fold for robust correctness 
similar to [6] and compare our result with a result of Back [3] concerning the same 
topic. 
Finally, we investigate relationships to Dijkstra’s wp-calculus [l l] and Morgan’s 
specification statement [20,22]. We show that our ordering LQ of robust correctness 
exactly corresponds to the ordering based on weakest precondition semantics [2,20,22] 
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and that Hoare triples of total correctness can be expressed by both, wp and specifica- 
tion statements, in our approach. 
2. Relation algebraic preliminaries 
In this section, we briefly introduce the basic concepts of the algebra of relations and 
some special relations. For more details concerning the algebraic theory of relations, 
see e.g. [lo, 18,271. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic operations on relations, viz. RT 
(transposition), R (negation), R U S (join), R fI S (meet), R . S (composition; often 
abbreviated by RS), R c S (inclusion), and the special relations 0 (empty relation), L 
(universal relation), and I (identity relation). The set-theoretic operations -, U, n, the 
ordering C, and the constants 0 and L form a Boolean lattice. Some further well-known 
rules concerning relations are 
(RT)T = R RcS =+ RTcST 
RTST = (SR)T g=jY 
RcS ==+ QRcQS RcS ti RQcSQ 
Q(RnS)cQRnQS Q(RUS)=QRUQS 
(RnS)T = RTnST (RuS)~ =RTuST, 
where the last two lines also hold if binary join or meet is replaced by arbitrary join 
or meet, respectively. The theoretical framework for all these rules to hold is that of 
an abstract relation algebra. The axioms of this algebraic structure are the axioms of 
a complete atomic Boolean algebra for -, U, n, C, 0, L, the axioms of a monoid for 
composition and I, the Dedekind rule 
(QR r-- S) c(Q n SRT)(R II QTS), 
and the Tarski rule 
R#O tr. LRL=L. 
Usually, in the latter rule only the “a” direction is demanded. As an immediate 
consequence of our version of the Tarski rule, we avoid the degenerate case 0 = L 
like [28] does. 
From the Dedekind rule we obtain the Schriider equivalences, viz. 
QRcS w QTSci? _ sRTca, 
which are in fact equivalent to the Dedekind rule. 
Here it should be pointed out that, according to the definition of an abstract relation 
algebra, relations are not endowed with a domain and a range. Occasionally, however, 
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we find it useful to mention domain X and range Y of a concrete relation (Boolean 
matrix) R E EBxx ’ for explanatory purp oses. Here B denotes the set (0, 1) of truth 
values. 
The above basic operations and constants are very helpful for defining simple prop- 
erties on relations in a component-free manner. In the remainder of the paper we need 
the following special relations: 
Orderings: A homogeneous relation R (i.e., a relation for which RR is defined) is 
reJEexive iff I c R, transitive iff RR c R, and antisymmetric iff R fl RTc I. A partial 
ordering is a reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive relation. 
Functions: Let R be an arbitrary relation. R is said to be a partial function or, 
briefly, to be functional iff RTR c I, and R is said to be total iff RL = L, which is, 
in turn, equivalent to I c RRT. For a functional relation Q we have the distributivity 
rule Q(R n S) = QR n QS, where we are also allowed to replace binary meet by 
arbitrary meet. As usual, a functional and total relation is said to be a (total) function. 
A relation R is called injective iff RT is functional, and R is called surjective iff RT is 
total. An injective and surjective relation is said to be bijective. 
Vectors, points, and predicates: A relation v with v = Lv is called a vector or a 
subset. A vector that is also a function is said to be a point. The transpose of a vector 
is said to be a predicate, i.e., p is a predicate iff p = pL. If we consider relations as 
Boolean matrices, then a vector (resp. predicate) v E lEExxy is column-constant (resp. 
row-constant), i.e., every column (resp. row) contains only l’s or only 0’s. Thus, it 
describes a subset of the set Y (resp. X). For a point, functionality means that it 
describes a set containing at most one element and totality means that it describes a 
set containing at least one element. For vectors Lv we have 
Q(R n Lv) = QR n Lv, (Q n Lv)R = Q(R n uTL). 
In the case of Boolean matrices the intersection with Lv (resp. vTL) singles out columns 
(resp. rows) by putting their entries to 0. The rules state a connection between com- 
position and singling out rows and columns, resp. They remain valid if Lv is replaced 
by G and, therefore, vTL by x. In particular, the rule LG = E holds. For points p 
and q we have the laws 
PPT = L P fq * PqT = 09 pTqcR _ qcpR. 
As a consequence, we get that pTq models the one-point partial I?_mction only mapping 
p to q if we interpret the subset pR as the image of p under R, which is true for the 
matrix model. 
Residuals: Residuals are the greatest solutions of certain inclusions. The left residual 
of S over R (in symbols S/R) is the greatest relation X such that XR c S; the right 
residual of S over R (in symbols R \ S) is the greatest relation X such that RX c S. 
Both residuals may also be represented using the basic operations: from the Schriider 
equivalences we obtain 
S/R = SRT, 
- 
R\S=RTS. 
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If we consider relations as Boolean matrices, then the left residual S/R associates x 
with y iff the x-row of S is contained in the y-row of R, whereas the right residual 
R \ S associates x with y iff the x-column of S is contained in the y-column of R. 
Between the two residuals the relationships 
R\S = (ST/RT)T, R\S=RT/ST 
hold. Especially, for vectors p and q we have 
P \ q = PTL u PT4? P\4=pT/qT=i$JpTq. 
Direct sums: Within the framework of abstract relation algebra it is natural to char- 
acterize direct sums by means of the natural injections, see [29]. Then one obtains the 
following specification: Let S := (11,. . . , I,,) be an n-tuple of n > 0 relations. We call 
S an n-ary direct sum, iff 
(Sl) lk 1: = I, (S3) uf,, ibk = 1. 
Given sets _?&, 1 <k <n, it is easy to verify that the injections from these sets to the 
set-theoretic direct sum c;=, & are a model of (St) - (Ss). Furthermore, by purely 
relation algebraic reasoning it can be shown that by these laws the direct sum is 
uniquely characterized up to isomorphism and the relations Zk, 1 <k d n, are injective 
functions. 
3. The relation algebraic model 
In this section, we present a relational model of a simple demonic nondeterministic 
programming language. The programs of this language are finite in the sense that 
iteration and recursion are excluded. Using the properties of the operations of this 
section, a generalization of the model to the full language including iteration and 
recursion is given in the next section. 
As already pointed out in [16], it is necessary to define the meaning of programs 
to be elements of a particular subset of relations, Otherwise, the “canonical ordering” 
on programs (resp. relations) does not lead to a cpo structure and, moreover, some 
fundamental laws of programming do not hold. In our model we consider relations on 
flat lattices (L, Q, i.e., for any x, y E L 
xLy _ (x=I)v(y=T)v(x=y). 
To avoid componentwise argumentation, we introduce (L, L) in relation algebraic form 
as follows: 
Definition 3.1. A quadruple of relations (1, rc, I, L) is called a flat Zattice iff the fol- 
lowing conditions hold: 
(i) (1, rc, A) is a direct sum, (ii) Lil, LK are points, (iii) g = lTr U lTLU LK. 
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Clearly, C is an ordering relation from the laws of direct sums: C > z~zLJ~~~JIc~K = 
I and g = I U ITL U LK proves reflexivity. Transitivity follows from 
Finally, antisymmetry is shown by 
Therefore, L1 and LK stand for I and T, respectively. Note that we will presuppose 
the preceding definition throughout the paper, i.e., whenever one of z, rc, 1, and C 
occurs, this will refer to that definition. 
Definition 3.2. A relation R is called strict iff 3LTL c R and LrcR = Lrc are both satisfied 
and upwards closed iff R = R & holds. 
Thus, a relation is called strict if _L is mapped to every element including I (i.e., to 
“undecided”) and T is exactly mapped to T, while an upwards closed relation means 
that each input is mapped to an upwards closed set of outputs. An alternative might 
be to replace in the definition of “strict” the condition ITL c R by ;1 c R (which means 
that I is mapped to I). If R is upwards closed, then ITL c R follows. 
Some useful results about these two properties are stated as follows: 
Lemma 3.3. (i) If R is strict, LR = L holds. Similarly, if LK CR holds, so does 
RL=L. 
(ii) If R is total and upwards closed, LK c R holds. 
(iii) If R is total and strict, LR c RL holds. 
Proof. Ad (i): Both parts follow by the Tarski rule: LR > LITL = L for part 1 and 
RL > LlcL = L for part 2, respectively. 
Ad (ii): R = RE > RLK = Lrc. 
Ad (iii): 
CR = lTIR u lTLR U LlcR 
= zTzR u ATL u LK { (i), part 1; LrcR = Lrc } 
cRULK { iTzcI; R>LTL } 
= R(1 U LK) { R total } 
c RC. 0 
Our model is based on flat lattices, upper closure, and strictness. The T element 
has to be added to the flat domain, since, then, the set of nonempty upwards closed 
sets will become a cpo: the empty set is modelled by the set containing T only. On 
the other hand, demonic nondeterminism modelled by relations on domains without _L 
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leads to inconveniently complex definitions of nondeterministic choice and sequential 
composition, while such a model has to face the problem of a non-cpo structure again. 
The aim of our paper is just developing an appropriately simple model of demonic 
nondeterminism, which requires the representation of undefinedness with help of an 
added _L element. Moreover, by the existence of those special elements I and T, we 
may restrict the set of the considered relations to total ones. Since demonic choice shall 
be represented by relational union, our model has to use upper closure, to obtain the 
dominance of undefined results represented by sets containing 1. Upper closure arises 
traditionally from the Smyth ordering. Strictness has two parts. The part concerning I 
is needed to establish demonicity in sequential composition, which shall be modelled 
by relational composition, whereas the part concerning T is needed for the last proved 
monotonicity condition. 
After these motivations, the next definition contains the essential components of our 
model. The set 9? will be the carrier set, i.e., the set of relations which are viewed as 
programs, and V allows for connections between the set of arbitrary relations and its 
subset 3. 
Definition 3.4. (i) Let 92 be the set of all total, strict, and upwards closed relations. 
(ii) Let W be the functional given by 
q(R) = (Rc u x u ATL) n (K \ K). 
In the definition of V(R) the expression Rc is upper closure, %i is totalization 
changing “nothing” to “undecided”, and ITL states that _L is mapped to 1. Furthermore, 
the meet with the expression K \ K stands for the requirement of mapping T to T as 
one half of strictness, when T is to be applied to, since it evaluates to rcTL u lcTlc (see 
previous section). Thus, if R c K \ K holds and R is total, LlcR = Lrc is an obvious 
consequence. 
Using Boolean matrix notation, an application of %? to R replaces in R every row 
containing only O’s by a row containing only 1 ‘s, fills the I-row with l’s, and does 
the same with the T-column. The rest of R remains unchanged. 
The second statement of the next theorem says that the operation %? characterizes 
exactly the relations W used in our model. This is very important for the further 
proceeding. Using V, later on we can define both semantics and refinement in very 
concise ways which are also very handy for algebraic manipulations and theoretical 
investigations. Extending this approach to conditions via a set 22 and an operation 
g in Section 5, the same will hold for weakest preconditions and the specification 
statement, too. 
Theorem 3.5. (i) W is an idempotent functional, i.e., %?(W(R)) = g(R) holds for 
any R. 
(ii) ‘8 characterizes W in the following sense: For each R we have R = W(R) isf 
R E 92. 
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Proof. It is useful to prove first that W(R) E W for any R: - 
(1) %‘(R) is total: JC\ K > JC~LK U IC~LK = LK and RC U x > RLlc U RLlc = LK yield 
Llcc%(R). Now Lemma 3.3(i) applies. 
(2) V(R) is strict: ITL c IC~L c K\ K, therefore, ATL c ITL n (K\ K) c V(R); part 2 
results from totality and C??(R) c K \ K. 
(3) W(R) is upwards closed: 
- 
V(R)5 c (RE U RL u IZTL)E n (K \ JC)~ 
- 
= (Rc U RL u ATL) n (IC~L u K~K)(I u ATL u LK) 
-_ 
= *. . n (icTL u KTLLATL u JCTLLJC u lcTTc u lcTLJcL7c) 
= . . . n (~cTL u 7~~7~) 
= q(R). 
Ad (i): First, %[%‘(R)] = [%(R)~UV(R)LU~TL]f7(rc\lc) is derived. Since V(R) E W 
holds, we immediately arrive at @‘[%7(R)] = q(R) rl (K \ K) = g(R). 
Ad (ii): “J” is clear from %7(R) E W for any R. The converse direction follows 
analogously to the proof of (i): we arrive from R E W at g(R) = R n (IC \ K); but from 
LlcR = Lrc we get R c K \ K by the Schriider equivalences. Cl 
Based on W, we introduce the following two binary relations on relations. 
Definition 3.6. Let the relations & and MW be given by 
In general, & is only a pre-order on relations, since e.g. 0 xq L but 0 # L. If we 
restrict the domain of CO to 9?, we not only get an ordering, viz. reverse set inclusion 
by Theorem 3.5(ii), but also a complete lattice. 
Theorem 3.7. (9, La) is the partial order of a complete lattice, where least upper 
bounds are actually set intersections and greatest lower bounds are set unions, the 
least element is Q?(M) = K \ K and the greatest element is %(LK) = ATL U LK. 
Proof. Let (R;)g$ be an 9-indexed family of relations from W, and put Q = UiRi 
and P = niRi. 
(1) Q E %4?: 
(a) Q is total: QL = (UiRi)L = IJi&L = L. 
(b) Q is strict: from Ri > ITL we get Q > ATL; part 2 follows by LKQ = LK(UiRi) = 
lJi LKRi = LK. 
(c) Q is upwards closed: QC = <lJi Ri)C = UiRiC = UiRi = Q. 
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(2) P E 9: 
(a) P is total: since Ri > LK for any i E 9 holds, so does P > LX. 
(b) P is strict: from Ri > llTL for any i E 9 we get P > ITL; part 2 follows from 
totality and Ri C JC \ K for some i E 9. 
(c) P is upwards closed: PC C ni Ri& = ni Ri = P. 
As a consequence from Theorem 3S(ii), we also get P = U(P) and Q = C%‘(Q), 
respectively. Since one is able to prove analogously that Q is the greatest lower bound 
of (Ri) w.r.t. &, we only prove that P is the least upper bound of (Ri): 
(3) P is an upper bound of (Ri), i.e., Ri 5~ P for any i E 9: P CRi for any i is 
true. 
(4) If Z is another upper bound of (Ri), P Cq C holds: if Ri &g Z for any i E Y, 
this means U(C) c Ri for any i so that g(C) c P holds as desired. 
But then, clearly, JC \ K is the least element w.r.t. the partial ordering Lw, which is 
the greatest element wrt. set inclusion; the same way, kTL U LK turns out to be the 
greatest element wrt. C&. q 
Note that (9, &) turns out to be a partial order due to Hoare’s refinement ordering 
E on programs and specifications: 
where 0 is demonic nondeterministic choice [ 161. If we use the relation algebraic 
modelling of 0, e.g. in the version ROS = (R U S) f~ RL n SL of [25,7], we obtain 
(like in [5]) 
- 
R&S e SnRLcR A RLcSL _ SUxcRURL A xcx. 
For concrete relations, R C S means that, firstly, restricted to the domain of R each 
result of S is also a result of R and, secondly, the domain of R is included in the domain 
of S. On arbitrary relations, the relation & induces a complete lower semilattice, but we 
obtain not a cpo structure. For the latter remark consider the chain uo C ui C ~2 5 . . . 
of vectors Vi E B” such that the nth component of ai is 1 if and only if n >i. It can 
easily be shown that this chain has no least upper bound. 
However, for relations R,S from our model %? the equivalence 
R&S w R&S w R>S 
holds as desired and we obtain even a complete lattice. This is an immediate conse- 
quence of the totality of R and S. 
The rest of this section is devoted to establishing 9 as a semantical structure of 
a simple nondeterministic programming language. As already mentioned, iteration and 
general recursion are dealt within the next section. 
Definition 3.8. (i) Define three constants (i.e., atomic statements) as follows: 
SKZPV = %(I) = c, ABORT9 = g(o) = K \ K, TOP* = ATL u Lrc. 
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(ii) Define two binary operators (i.e., statement formers) by putting: 
R flq S = %7(R) u q(S), R ;V S = %7(R) g(S). 
(iii) For all predicates b define a ternary operator by putting: 
(b +Q R;S)=(bn W(R)) U (bn V(S)). 
The operators defined in Definition 3.8 form a basic set that can be found at the 
semantical treatment of imperative programming languages: Definition 3.8(i) contains 
some standard state transformations such as SKIPq for the unchanged effect (“no oper- 
ation”) and ABORTq for the erroneous break. In [24] the latter program is called loop. 
The operation fl, stands for binary nondeterministic choice; ;a is clearly sequential 
composition; finally, (. -+q . ; . ) represents two-sided choice (“if-then-else-Ii”). 
The three constants of Definition 3.8 are in our model J%?. Using Boolean matrix 
terminology, they look as follows: SKIPq has exactly l’s in the diagonal, the I-row, 
and the T-column, In ABORTq every row with the exception of the T-row contains 
only 1’s. In the T-row we have a 1 at the T position and O’s otherwise. And, finally, 
in TOPv there are l’s exactly in the I-row and the T-column. 
Some of the usual laws about the operators of Definition 3.8 (cf. e.g. [16]) are 
proved in Theorem 3.9. Theorem 3.9(i) establishes that L%! is an appropriate semantical 
structure; fl, turns out to be demonic nondeterministic choice by Theorem 3.9(ii), as it 
has been our aim; Theorem 3.9(iii) says that an erroneous break disallows continuation 
of program execution; Theorem 3.9(iv) allows SKZPe to be interpreted actually as 
operation without changing effect. 
Theorem 3.9. (i) For any b, R, and S, the relations Rll4g S, R ;V S, and ( b --Q R ; S ) 
are elements of 9 and, thus, &? is closed w. Y. t. %?. 
(ii) For any R the relationship 0 r’~q R xq R fly 0 z:v 0 hola5, which corresponds 
for l? E W to 
ABORT% no l? = k n, ABORTW = ABORT@. 
(iii) For any R the relationship 0 ;@ R ~9 0 holds, which corresponds for ff E L%? 
to 
ABORTW ;u ri = ABORT@. 
(iv) For any R the relationship I ;V R ~q R MV R ;u I ho& which corresponds for 
kEgto 
SKIPv ;u I? = ri = k ;q SKIPq. 
Proof. Ad (i): 
(1) The operator no computes two-element g.l.b.‘s, therefore, see proof of Theorem 
3.7. 
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(2) R;,S E 9t!: 
(a) R ;u S is total: (R ;e S)L = ‘S(R)V(S)L = %(R)L = L. 
(b) R ;w S is strict: R ;cg S > lTLITL = ITL yields part 1; part 2 is established 
by Lrc(R ;W S) = LK V(R)%?(S) = LJC W(S) = LJC. 
(c) R ;u S is upwards closed: (R ;q S)C = %‘(R)%(S)& = V(R)%(S) = R;, S. 
(3)(b -“& R;S)E& 
(a) (b +‘E: R ; S ) is total: 
(b -Q R ; S )L = [bL n %(R)]L u [bL n %yS)]L 
= [bL n %?(R)L] u [bc n %ys)L] 
= bLuK. 
(b) (b -Q R; S) is strict: 
(b --Q R;S) 3 (bLnATL)u(xnATL) 
= PL; 
LK(~ -$% R; S) = [Lk-bLnL&?(R)]u[LdiinLdqs)] 
{ Llc function } 
= LK(bL u a) n LX. 
(c) (b -+Q R; S ) is upwards closed: 
(b -‘4 R; S)C = [bL n V(R)]C u [bL n w(S)]& 
= [bL n %?(R)g u [K n %?(S)g 
= (b 4Q R; S). 
Ad (ii): R fly 0 = V(R) U ABORTg = V(R) U (K \ JC) = K \ K, 
Ad (iii): 
0 ;w R = (IC \ JC)%?(R) 
= JC~LLV(R) U K~LJc%(R) 
= KTL u JcTLK { V(R) strict; i.p. Lemma 3.3(i) } 
= lc\lc. 
Ad (iv): Since W(R) = V(R)L, the relationship R;,I zq R immediately holds. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.3(iii), i.e., C%(R) c%(R)E, and by upper closedness of 
W(R) again, one immediately gets L%?(R) c W(R) and, hence, I;, R = SKZP&(R) = 
L%?(R) = W(R) follows. Cl 
In view of Theorem 3.9(iii), it should be noted that, in general, the law R ;% 0 X.C~ 0
for any R, which corresponds to R ;u ABORTcg = ABORTq for R E W, does not hold 
like it does for the models of [25,7]. On the one hand, this law is actually not true 
if programs communicate with their environment, since output cannot be undone in 
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practice; on the other hand, if in wp-calculus so-called “miracles” are allowed, simple 
calculation will show that an occurred miracle cannot be abandoned by a subsequent 
“abort”. Since we have not provided any I/O modelling, the latter reason applies so that 
the constant TOPq, which stands for the greatest element of (?Z’, &w) by Theorem 3.7, 
appearing as a counterexample is not unexpected. Further considerations confirming 
this observation are deferred to Section 5, when we treat the connection to weakest 
preconditions and the miraculous program TOPw in great detail. 
Furthermore, although we have chosen a model in the chaos-semantics style of Hoare, 
it is not true that our “abort” operator has the same meaning as Dijkstra’s “havoc” 
operator. In the so-called Hoare-Hehner model (cf. [24] for this term, cf. [15, 141 for 
the contents) the conception of “chaos” standing for the abortive situation is to take the 
whole set of possible values with the undefined result excluded. This seems to work, 
if the programming language is initially restricted to bounded nondeterminism and the 
set of possible values is infinite. These both of the two last mentioned restrictions are 
not met in our approach. The view of distinguishing “chaos” (i.e., the whole set of 
possible values as a result) from “abort” is demanded by people who like to interpret 
“chaos” by “havoc” rather than by “abort” [24, 191, for they argue that “chaos” is to 
mean an unknown but continuable behaviour as provided by “havoc”. In our approach 
we introduce: 
Definition 3.10. Define the constant HA VOC, by HA VOC, = g(n). 
By this definition we have HA VOC, E W. Every application of HAVOC& results 
in an unknown but defined behaviour, where defined behaviour means to exclude _L 
from any result, as it is represented by n. I.e., HAVOCq can do anything except 
leading to an error. Therefore, in the matrix model HAVOC& looks like ABORTw 
except the I-column. Here we have 1 at -L position and O’s elsewhere. 
The first statement of the following fact shows that there is a relation which cannot 
be abandoned by a consequent ABORTw; the above remark about the difference of 
“abort” and “havoc” is reflected by its second statement. 
Fact 3.11. (i) The relationship R;a 0 xcg 0 does not holdfor all R i.e., I?;, ABORTv 
= ABORTq does not hold for all R E W, 
(ii) The inequality HAVOCq = W(a) = (AT/ AT) n (K\ rc) # ABORTv holds. 
Proof. Ad (i): If one chooses R = TOPv, one obtains 
TOPEp ;w ABORT% = (ITL u Lrc)(rcTL u rcTx) = ATL U ilTlc U hc = TOPv. 
But, if TOPv = ABORTq holds, we would get rcTL c ABORTv = TOP% = ITLU LIC. -- 
This would lead to KTL rl ITL c LJC and, thence, to LzTL = LlcTL U ITL c Lx. Since 
z # 0 due to law (Si ), the equation Lrc = L would hold; but then it follows that 
LzL = LzrcTL = 0 yielding z = 0, a contradiction. 
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Ad (ii): It is easy to show that HAVOC& has the claimed form, since m is total 
and upwards closed and AT/ IT = m U AT A = m U ITL holds due to ATI C m. 
For part 2, assume, conversely, that HAVOCw = ABORTq is true. This would 
lead to lcTLc ABORTq = HAVOC& c ATT/AT = m U ATL and, thence, to zTL = 
K~L U lTL cm and LtTL cm. Since 1 # 0, the equation m = L would hold, which 
is impossible because LA is a point and, therefore, LI # 0 holds. q 
4. Recursion and robust correctness 
So far, our simple nondeterministic programming language is represented by the basic 
set of semantical operators described in the previous section. Besides the constants like 
“skip” and “abort”, we have admitted demonic choice, sequential composition, and 
two-sided conditional. In this section, we extend our language by general recursion, 
which, in particular, includes iteration. We will also establish a result concerning the 
transformational view. We prove the correctness of the unfold/fold rule for demonic 
nondetemninism. Although this result involves two ordering relations, namely the fixed 
point ordering for recursion and the refinement ordering for transformation, & turns 
out to be appropriate for both views. 
The model (9, CO) forms a complete lattice and, therefore, a complete partial or- 
der. At this place, it may be noted that a lattice-theoretical approach to programming 
languages, specification and refinement can also found in [4]. However, the semantic 
model used in [4] is quite different from ours and the same holds for the major goals 
of this paper, too. 
Next, we will establish the semantics of general recursion based on least fixed points 
w.r.t. &. To this end, it suffices to prove that the prevailing operators are all monotonic 
w.r.t. &a. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that any argument is restricted to (9, Leg). Then, rl~ is mono- 
tonic w.r. t. both arguments, and so is ;%. The conditional (. --+Q . ; . ) is monotonic 
W.Y. t. the last two arguments. 
Proof. By Theorem 3S(ii) we know that Lbp is reverse set inclusion, no is set union, 
;u is relational composition, and the conditional is a combination of intersection and 
union so that, clearly, all listed operators are monotonic w.r.t. & and w.r.t. the indi- 
cated argument places. (Note that ;V is not continuous, since SW-lub is set intersection, 
i.e., relational meet.) 0 
Since our argumentative level is semantical, a recursive definition will be represented 
by a functional. 
Definition 4.2. A recursive de$nition is a functional z: W -+ 9 that is exclusively 
built from constants (i.e., expressions computing to members of 9 without using the 
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wpnent), %, ;u, and (. +(B . ; . ) (where for the last one it is not allowed to use 
the first argument for inserting the argument of the functional in any form). 
The semantics of a recursive definition is not the functional itself but its least fixed 
point, if it exists. In fact, a general setting is provided by a higher-order functional 
mapping a functional to its least fixed point. 
Fact and Definition 4.3. Each recursive definition z has a least fixed point pClr in 92. 
Therefore, we are able to define the higher-order functional Yq: (9 + 9) --t 92 such 
that Yv(z) = p7. 
In particular, we are allowed to deal with iteration. 
Definition and Fact 4.4. (i) Dejke a binary operator *W by putting 
b *g R = Yq(X( b -+q (R ;W X) ; SKIPcg )), 
where b is always a predicate. 
(ii) For any b and R the relation b *V R is a member of W and L Ire SKIPv = 
ABORTq. 
Proof. (ii) follows from Fact and Definition 4.3 and from L *y SKZPq = YGp(idw) = 
ABORTW. q 
Besides being a complete lattice, the model (92, &) allows also for the transforma- 
tional view: S is called a robustly correct refinement of R (briefly also: R refines to S) 
iff R _Cu S. Robust correctness is in the literature also known as total correctness and a 
stronger requirement than of partial correctness. If S is a robustly correct refinement of 
R, then S produces only values allowed by R. In contrast to this, partially correctness 
demands only that every defined value of 5’ is also a value of R. 
Within transformational programming, the unfold/fold method is frequently used, 
e.g. for transforming a nonrecursive specification into a recursive version. If transfor- 
mations are only allowed between programs having the same set of possible outcomes 
(e.g. between deterministic programs), the correctness of the method is obvious: The 
semantics of the specification is a fixed point of the functional corresponding to the 
recursion and termination implies that this functional has exactly one fixed point. In 
[6] it is shown that unfold/fold remains correct in the case of a language with erratic 
nondeterminism and a transformation notion which allows refinement steps. In the rest 
of this section we show the correctness of the unfold/fold method for our demonic 
nondeterministic model, where transformations are carried out along Le. 
For the correctness of an unfold/fold development a termination proof is needed. In 
order to formulate such termination conditions, we introduce a “definedness” relation 
on 9 as follows: we define the binary relation rest on relations by 
RLDEFS w L\STcL\RT. 
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In our model, for any R E W, the right residual L\RT denotes the set of all “aborting” 
inputs of R, i.e., (using a componentwise notation) those inputs x such that I E R(x) 
which is equivalent to the fact that the x-row of the matrix contains only 1’s. Therefore, 
R ‘EDEF S expresses the implication 
so that S can be said to be at least as “defined’ as R. Clearly, if R &Z S, then we 
have R LDEF S, too. 
The next theorem establishes the correctness of unfold/fold for our model. Similar 
results can be found in [3], Theorems 4 and 6. In contrast to our denotational model, 
however, in [3] an axiomatic semantics via weakest preconditions is used in combina- 
tion with a refinement notation based on weakest preconditions, too. Furthermore, we 
believe that the two conditions for correctness of an unfold/fold development given in 
our result, viz. fixed point property and definedness test, are goal oriented and meet 
exactly the requirements given in the original paper of Burstall and Darlington [9] 
and used in practical applications (see e.g. [6] and many developments in [26]). This 
is again in contrast to the approach taken in [3], where an infinite family of condi- 
tions is used and - in principle - verification of the refinement X & Yv(r) is done 
along the sequence of the least fixed point computation. For more details we refer 
to [3]. 
Theorem 4.5. Let z be any recursive dejinition and X E W. If X 5~ z(X) and 
X CDEF pz both hold, SO does X & Ye. 
Proof. Let pc: 9 + 9 and ab: 92 + 92 be given by 
PC(R) = (R n RL) u TOPq, ah(R) = (L \ RT)T U TOP@. 
Clearly, R = PC(R) U ah(R) holds for any R E 9. 
Let X E R be given such that X 548 r(X). By computational induction we show 
X EW pc(,uL,) using the admissible (sometimes called continuous) predicate Q given 
by 
QWI - X Lw PC(Y). 
Note first that, although pc is apparently not monotonic, there is a proof’ by merely 
lattice-theoretic arguments of the admissibility of Q (using that Q[Y] w Y nrL c X 
provided that X, Y E 5%). 
The induction base is trivial, since X & pc(ABORTw) = K~K U TOPq = TOPq 
is true. For the induction step, let Y E W be such that X EW PC(Y). 
Since z is monotonic, we get X & r(X) Cy z[pc(Y)]. 
1 Private communication with Jules Deshamais. 
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It remains to show r[pc(Y)] & pc[r(Y)], which is achieved by structural induction 
w.r.t. 7: 
(1) If r is a constant, z & PC(Z) is obviously true. 
(2) (a) If r = ;Ly.[R fl, o(X)] and @c(Y)] CQ &o(Y)] both hold, so does 
~[pc(Y)l =R nv dpc(Y)l Cv R b pc[W)l Ev pc[R nw @)I = pcW)l, 
since clearly pc(R U S) c R U PC(S) holds. 
(b) The case z = AX.[a(X) n, R] results immediately from commutativity of r-Iv. 
(3) (a) If z = I.Xi[a(X);,R] and o[pc(Y)] & pc[a(Y)] both hold, so does 
z[pc(Y)l = o[pc(Y)l;wR Ew ~c[@‘)l;vR 5~ ~c[dY);wRl = PC[$‘)I, 
since it can be shown that pc(Q ;u R) c PC(Q) ;u R (note that rows only containing l’s 
as well as rows with 1 on the T column only are communicated from $ to OR = 0 ;u R 
for any 0 E &? by strictness of R). 
(b) If r = LX.[R;, a(X)] and o[pc(Y)] &g pc[a(Y)] both hold, so does 
z[pc(Y)l = R;e d~c(Y)l Cw R;v PC[G~I. 
To step further, it is true that 
R ;e ab[o( Y)] = ab(Ro) 
for some Ro E 92 (note that for any I? E W the equivalence 
gr? E 9: [ii = ah(d)] w 3 p: [p = pL A k = p u TOP91 
holds). Moreover, since pc[d U ab(&] c PC(~) for any A,$ E 9, we get 
R ;V ~cllW)l Lcs PC{R;V pc[dY)l) 
La PC@ ;v pc[o(Y)l u ab[RolI 
= PC@ ;u pdM)l u R ;u b[o(Y)lI 
= ~0 ;q a(Y)1 
= PC[~(Y)l. 
(4) (a) If r = LX( b -‘v a(X) ; R ) and a[pc(Y)] Cq pc[o(Y)] both hold, so does 
z[pc(Y)l = (b -+GY dpc(Y)l; R ) 
Ev (b -+w pddY)l ; R ) 
!G pcKb +bp a(Y); R)l 
= PC[a71. 
(b) The case r = A.X( b -+kp R ; cr(X) ) is analogous. 
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From X LU p@), which has been just proved, and ah(X) Leg a&,~~), which is 
immediately derived from X LD~,G ,uLT, it follows that 
x = x u oh(X) L8 PC(Pz) u a&.&) = CL?, 
since EW corresponds to reverse set inclusion. q 
In this proof, pc(R) has represented the “partially correct” part of R, while h(R) 
has represented the “abortive” part of R, both established within our model 9. Then, 
clearly, X & pc( Y) says that Y is a partially correct refinement of X. 
The last theorem forms the formal basis of tactical program development by un- 
fold/fold: Namely, by applying certain tactics we develop from the given specification 
X along the relation & a finite sequence 
of more and more refined programs, such that the last one is of the form r(X). Then 
Theorem 4.5 guarantees that the least fixed point of the obtained recursive definition r, 
i.e., the program Yq(r), refines the original specification X, provided that Ye(z) is at 
least as defined as X. In practice, this latter condition means that we have to show (e.g. 
using a suitable termination ordering) that the recursion terminates for all arguments 
for which the specification is defined. 
5. Weakest preconditions and specification statements 
It is well-known how robust correctness and demonic nondeterminism are related 
to weakest preconditions. Dijkstra’s wp-calculus employs the theory of a predicate 
transformer called wp aiming at a calculus for proving total correctness. It is based 
on the state transition view, where a state transition step has the form P 5 Q with 
P, Q as states described by predicates and R as the program step as in Hoare triples 
{P} R {Q}; P is called precondition, while Q is called postcondition. 
While wp asks for P on given R and Q, specification statements such as those 
investigated in [20,22] ask for R on given predicate pairs (P, Q). 
In this section, we relate both of those features to our model (3, Lw). As already 
stated in [17], a relational modelling is oriented towards representing the state transition 
step by PR c Q, where P and Q are vectors rather than predicates, since this is a 
well-suited semantics. Therefore, wp is to be expressed by a left residual similar to 
“weakest prespecifications” of [ 171, while a specification statement is clearly a right 
residual similar to “weakest postspecifications” of [ 171. 
However, P and Q cannot be arbitrary vectors, since they are subsets w.r.t. the flat 
lattice (1, rc, I, L). As a first measure, all agree to exclude I since conditions are not 
to talk about undefined states. Secondly, it seems to be most natural to include T in 
all conditions not only in nonempty ones. This is due to the fact that all members R 
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of 92 are upwards closed and, therefore, their output sets R(x) are. This means, that 
conditions have to be inherited along the relation &. The next definition takes account 
of these requirements yielding the basic set for conditions; a formal justification of the 
requirements is given more below after appropriate results about the modelling of the 
wp operator (cf. the remarks after Theorem 5.6). 
Definition 5.1. (i) Let 22 be given by 
(ii) Let PJ be the fnnctional given by 
B(Q) = (LQ U Lzc) n -isi. 
(iii) Define two constants, Fg = a(O) = LK and Tg = B(L) = m. 
In Boolean matrix terminology, LQ = Q demands Q to be column-constant and by 
LK c Q (resp. Q ~a) we have that the T-column contains only l’s (the I-column 
contains only O’s, respectively). An application of W to Q fills the T-column with l’s 
and the I-column with O’s; the rest of Q remains unchanged. 
Note that I # 0 holds, ruling out both degenerate cases, Fg = Tg and TOPq = 
ABORTe. Obviously we have, furthermore, that 
(i) g is a monotonic and idempotent operator, 
(ii) Q = QE for all Q E 22, and 
(iii) Q E 22 holds iff Q = 93(Q). 
As in the case of the operation %, the last property is the most important one, since 
it states that our model 2 for conditions is characterized by 39. 
In the rest of this section, we investigate the relationship between our notion of 
refinement, weakest preconditions, and the specification statement. We show that our 
ordering & of robust correctness based on a demonic denotational semantics exactly 
corresponds to the ordering based on weakest preconditions (i.e., demonic axiomatic 
semantics) and that Hoare triples of total correctness can be expressed by both, weakest 
preconditions and specification statements, in our approach. Hence, relation algebra 
and the flat lattice approach leads to a uniform treatment of denotational semantics, 
axiomatic semantics, program refinement and program specification. 
The next definition contains the wp operator. 
Definition 5.2. Define wp by putting 
WP(R, Q> = g(Q) / WV. 
Fact 5.3. (i) For any R and Q the proposition wp(R, Q) E 22 holds. 
(ii) The relation wp(R, Q) is the weakest (i.e., the greatest w. r. t. set inclusion) 
element X E 9 such that XV(R) c S?(Q). 
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Proof. Ad (i): 
(1) Lwp(R, Q) = wp(R, Q) clearly holds. 
(2) wp(R, Q) c n: by wp(R, Q) c LI%(R)T c LlLl = m, since RTL c V(R). 
(3) Llc c wp(R, Q): by wp(R, Q) > LJC/ q(R) > LIC/ (IC\JC) = LK, since V(R) c K \ K. 
Ad (ii): This is clear from the representation of wp(R,Q) as a left residual. •i 
Clearly, wp is “positively conjunctive” [ll], i.e., wp(R,n,Qi) = niwp(R, Qi) holds 
for any nonempty family (Qi)iE$ of vectors Qi E 9 (this fact is is one of the so-called 
“healthiness conditions”). We will also show that our wp operator describes demonic 
nondetetminism. However, we consider unbounded nondeterminism in order to obtain 
more generality. 
Definition and Fact 5.4. (i) Define l-Iv by putting n, Y = UREY q:(R), where its 
argument Y is any set of relations. 
(ii) For any 9, the relation &+ Y is a member of 9% 
Proof. Ad (ii): ny Y = &-glb { %7(R) 1R E 9’“) holds so that n, Y is a greatest 
lower bound in (W, &) and, therefore, J& Y E W follows by Theorem 3.7. 0 
The just introduced operator n, extends nv from the binary to the arbitrary case, 
since, clearly, the equation RIIIvS = n,{R,S} holds. We have the following properties: 
Theorem 5.5. (i) wp(0, Q) = wp(ABORTq, Q) = Fg holds. 
(4 wp(n,(Ri)ies, Q) = f&wp(Rt, Q) holdx 
Proof. Ad (i): Because of Fact 53(i) it suffices to show wp(0, Q) c LK = Fg: 
WP(QQ) = ~(Q>/(K\ K> 
= LmLE U L.9d(Q)xTLx 
c LmLE 
= LiC. 1 W(Q) # L 1 
Ad (ii): This follows by wp(Ui W(Ri), Q) = @Q>IJiw(&)T = IJi a(Q)q(&)T 
and de Morgan’s rule. 0 
Therefore, whenever ABORTw is a member of (%(Ri))iEy, the constant Fa is 
the least value of (wp(Ri, Q))i,g giving away nondeterministic options other than 
ABORT%, i.e., divergence; this is the behaviour of demonic nondeterminism and ex- 
actly displayed by 5S(ii). 
A further result is “extensionality”, which connects wp to robust correctness. It shows 
that our notion of refinement based on denotational semantics coincides with the notion 
based on axiomatic semantics via wp (cf. [2,20,24,22]). 
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Theorem 5.6. Assume that I is divisible into points, i.e., there is some set 9 of 
points such that UpEg p ’ p - zTl. Then, for any R,S we have the relationship 
R Cu S * V Q: wp(R Q) c wp(S, Q). 
Proof. From g(S) c %7(R) we immediately arrive at @(Q)/%(R) c B(Q)/%?(S), which 
establishes the “j” direction without using the intricate premise about 1. The proof of 
the converse direction is established after the following lemma: 
Lemma 5.7. Assume p to be a vector such that p # 0. 
(i) p g(R) E 2 u {L} holds. 
(ii) If p%?(R) # L holds, so does 9?[pV(R)] = p%(R). 
(iii) If p q(R) # L holds, so does p c wp(R, p W(R)). 
Proof. We only deal with (i), since (ii) is an immediate consequence and (iii) takes 
account of the left residual character of wp(R,Q). 
Assume p%‘(R) # L. Then, Lpq(R) = p%‘(R) = p%‘(R)& clearly holds. pq(R) 
is total, since so are p and V(R); thence, by 3.3(ii) we get Lrc c p V(R). Finally, if 
LA c p%?(R), by upper closure we would get p%(R) = L, a contradiction, so that 
p%?(R) cm holds. q 
Proof of Theorem 5.6 (continued). Assume that 1 is divisible into points by 9. Then, 
put P* = P U {A, K}. Since zTz U ATA U IC~K = I holds, so does U,,P* pTp = I. Thus, 
it suffices to show pTp%‘(S) c pTp%(R) for any p E Y*. 
Let p be a point such that p E 8*. If p%?(R) = L holds, pTp%(S) c pTpV(R) = 
pTL immediately follows. Otherwise p%?(R) # L holds, and we get: 
pTpV(S) c pTwp(R, p%‘(R))%(S) { Lemma 5.7(iii) } 
c P~wP(S, P g(R)) g(S) { v Q: wp(R, Q> c WP@, Q> 1 
c PEPS { Fact 5.3(ii); Lemma 5.7(ii) ) 
which establishes V(S) c g(R), i.e., R & S, as desired. 0 
Note that z is divisible into points if we use a “full” matrix model of a relation 
algebra, i.e., sets of the form Bxx ’ together with the usual set-theoretic operations. 
The results up to now formally justify the requirements of 9 in connection with our 
definition of the wp operator. In detail, we remark that: 
(1) Admitting I would lead to TB Z L and, therefore, would change the behaviour 
of ABORT% into the behaviour of HA VOCg. By Theorem 5.6 and Fact 3.1 l(ii) we 
have the contradiction HAVOCcg = ABORTq since 1 # 0 holds. 
(2) Explicitly excluding T would lead to Fg S 0 and would change the behaviour 
of TOPq into the behaviour of ABORTv contradicting 1 # 0 by Theorem 5.6 and 
Fact 3.1 l(i). The remaining alternative is to allow conditions to choose whether they 
include T each or they do not. But this would lead to FB S 0 again contradicting the 
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contents of Theorem 55(i) since wR(ABORTV,Q) = LK $f! Fg for any Q # 0 and, 
thence, wp would not model demonic nondeterminism. 
As already stated, for members Q E 9 we have upper closedness Q = Qc. This 
property is required since the relationship P 9?(R) c Q would be unnecessarily harder 
satisfy if Q # Qc. Note that the casual relationship P E 9 results from Fact 5.3(i) and 
also from L$?(R) = w(R). In particular, the requirement P E 9 would be the strongest 
for the appropriate range of P. 
In turn, if T is explicitly included as required above, we get miracles. We call 
R a miracle iff wp(R,F8) # Fa, otherwise we call R feasible. In fact, if X & R 
with R E 93, the problem arises from wp(R, FB) = LK / R. This expression intuitively 
describes the set of all inputs x such that R(x) = {T}. Thus, Llc/R 3 Llc says that a 
false design decision has led to an emptying refinement: no real output is feasible on 
the concerning inputs. 
Miracles cannot be implemented, but they can be very useful in program develop- 
ment. Examples are given in [20,21]. Our constant TOPg is also a miracle, see below. 
In the literature this specific miraculous program which neither can produce an output 
nor can lead to an error (and this is a miracle indeed) is also known under the names 
miracle [23], fail [24], or magic [4]. 
As in [20], miracles have a normal form based on guarded statements “b -+I?” such 
that R is feasible: to overcome the deficiency of miracles, it has been suggested to 
use a “new” construct if R fi, which behaves like R E .9 except on non-T inputs in 
LJC/ R, where it behaves like ABORT% [20,24]. In our model this construct can be 
represented by a functional X%: W -+ &? such that 
9%(R) = (R u wp(R, Fg)TL) n (K \ K); 
then, with help of Y%, we are able to find an appropriate i?. 
Theorem 5.8. (i) There are some miracles, since wp( TOPcg, Fg) = Tg # Fg holds. 
(ii) Every miracle R has the form R = ( b -SW I? ; TOPv ) where b is a predicate 
and I? is feasible. 
Proof. (i) is established by wp( TOPv,F& = i&(Ln U rcTL) = ~ = Tg, while (ii) is 
immediately established by R = (wp(R, FB)~L +g 9%(R) ; TOPq ). 0 
Besides the law for unbounded nondeterminism (see Theorem 5.5(ii)), we can also 
prove the further rules of wp calculus. Since the effort has already been made though 
not exactly for our model, we refer the reader to [ 171, where the transition from weakest 
prespecifications to weakest preconditions is easy to do. However, the correspondence 
of general recursions is obtained in [l] by the so-called Transfer Lemma or Trans- 
formational Induction: relational fixed points are related to fixed points of functionals 
(9 -+ 9) ---$ (9 + J!), namely by I.R.lQ.wp(R, Q). We will not go further into detail. 
When we consider specification statements [20], we only take the simple form in- 
to account. For conditions P, Q, the specification statement [P,Q] denotes the 
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“most general” program which satisfies the specification given by the conditions P 
and Q, i.e., the least element w.r.t. the refinement relation. First, we define the spec- 
ification statement according to the “state transition” B(P)%(R) c g(Q). Then, we 
investigate what happens to special predicate pairs (P,Q). We also establish the well- 
known connection between specification statements and wp caused by “Hoare triples”. 
The results will show another view of our model and it will connect the special set $! 
of conditions closer to our set R of relations. 
Since [P, Q] is the least element w.r.t. the refinement relation, in our approach it is 
the greatest relation w.r.t. inclusion. Looking to its state transition character and to the 
definition of residuals, thus, we obtain: 
Definition 5.9. Define [P, Q] by putting 
[P, Ql = ~(Wf’) \ B(Q)>. 
Statement (i) of the next theorem states that in the definition of [P, Q] the operation 
% can be deleted. 
Theorem 5.10. (i) For any P,Q their specljication statement evaluates to 
[P, Ql = (W’) \ a(Q)> n tx \ ~1. 
(ii) [P, Q] is the weakest (i.e., greatest w.r. t. inclusion) element X E W such that 
%P)X c g(Q). 
Proof. Ad (i): We know that g(P)\ W(Q) = a(P)TL U @(P)TS3(Q) holds. 
(1) a(P)\a(Q) is total: by [W(P)\g(Q)]L = &?(P)TLLUa(P)TLg(Q)L = L (since 
(2) a(P) \ g(Q) > lTL: by 69(P) \ g(Q) > a(P)TL > ITL (since g(P) c a). 
(3) &f(P)\w(Q) is upwards closed: since so are c!J(P)~L and SY(P)T9?(Q). 
Therefore, [P, Q] = %‘[g(P) \ W(Q)] = [g(P) \ 93(Q)] fl (IC \ K) is established. 
Ad (ii): By (i) we get 
a(P)[P, Ql c W’)[~‘(P) \ a(Q)1 c g(Q). 
Part 2 obviously holds by the right residual character of [P, Q] (details if needed may 
be found later, in the proof of Theorem 5.12). 0 
Next we show, how our “extremal” programs ABORTg, TOPq, and HAVOCg can 
be described via specification statements. The second equation of Fact 5.11 shows again 
that TOPq is a miracle; its third equation expresses again the fact that HAVOC* is 
chaos in which I is excluded as result. 
Fact 5.11. We have the following special specification statements: 
[FsY, Ql = ABORTw, b,Fd = TOP%, [TB, TB] = HA VOC,. 
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Proof. Since LJC c &I(Q), we have 
FaQl= [~\~(Q>ln<~\~> = x\~. 
The second equation follows from 
[TB,Fa] = (T~LuT$c)~(K\K) =(ATLuL~)n(~\~)= TOPW 
and the third equation is shown by 
- - 
[Ta,T9] = (n\n) n (JC\IC) = (AT/AT) n (IC\IC) = HAVOC~. 0 
A Hoare triple (jior robust, i.e., total correctness) is a representation of a state 
transition, as mentioned at the beginning of the section. In our model, we represent 
Hoare triples in terms of relation algebra as follows: 
{PI R IQ> - g(P)W) c -We>. 
Other common forms are the representation by wp and the representation by using 
a specification statement. The link between all these forms is presented in the next 
theorem, closing this section. 
Theorem 5.12. Let P, Q, R be appropriate relations. Then the following relationship 
holds: 
g’(P) WR) C g(Q) - a(P) c wp(R, Q> - if’, Ql Lw R. 
Proof. The proof is established by a series of applications of the Schroder equivalences 
as follows: 
~(PW(R) c B(Q) - ~(QWWT c WP) 
- ~(P> c wp(R, Q>; 
~VVfW) c WQ> - ~‘(QWWT c WV’) 
- a(Q)‘&?(P) c U(R)T 
- g(R) c W’>\~(Q> 
- +Wc[%P)\@(Q>l n(K\K) = [f’,Ql 
- [P,Ql GR. •I 
This theorem, besides showing a connection between wp and [., .], allows for an- 
swering the question when does wp(R, Q) = Tg hold: it holds iff [TB, Q] EO R, where 
easy computation shows that [Tg, Q] = ATL U lTLg(Q) U K~JC holds. By this method 
we can prove in a simplified manner, using Fact 5.11, that w~(ABORTW, Q) never 
becomes Tg, the validity of wp(HA VOC,, Q) = TS requires 3(Q) = Tg to hold, 
and, finally, the expression wp(TOPq, Q) is always equal to TB. 
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6. Conclusion 
We have proposed an abstract relation algebraic approach which allows a uniform 
treatment of demonic nondeterminism, robustly correct refinement, weakest precondi- 
tions, and the specification statement. The parameters of our approach are the set B’, 
the functional %, and the partial order 5~. Since we considered relations on a flat 
lattice, a top element was included as a miracle and we have obtained a complete 
lattice (B’, &) as [4] does. 
In contrast to our approach the traditional denotational approach starts from a domain 
based on the Egli-Milner powerdomain, namely 9s~ = [Dl --t PEM(DI)], and uses 
+!?ZM such that 9~ = [Dl --+ P,@I)], where P&Dl) carries all upwards closed 
subsets of DI and is ordered by reverse set inclusion so that 93~ is very similar to 
our model (9, &). However, PAM is not necessarily a cpo, and the usage of 99~ 
completely relies on the cpo structure of REM. Namely, let UPC denote upper 
closure, then Mk.UPC[R(x)] is a mapping from 9s~ to a subset .@~pc of &?M so 
that 93~pc = [DL + UPC[P&DI)]]. Note that UPC[P&DL)] is a flat domain, 
therefore, 9$‘” IS a domain. Depending on the programming language it can be shown 
that 9%!~pc suffices to describe the desired demonic semantics, cf. e.g. [I]. Therefore, 
our approach is new w.r.t. denotational semantics, because our model (a, &) does 
not need such an auxiliary construction to become appropriate for establishing demonic 
semantics. 
Similar to the result of [4] it turns out that the inclusion of a top element and the 
lattice structure of programs would allow the semantical treatment of angelic nonde- 
terminism, too. To obtain angelic nondeterminism, we keep the same interpretations 
except that now abortion is described by emptiness instead of chaos. To this end, we 
would only have to use the converse of 5~ accompanied by an appropriate modification 
of W. In detail, this may be achieved as follows: 
l Relations on the flat lattice (1, K, 1, &) are considered as relations on the flat lattice 
(1, A, K, 52) where D = CT; this turns upper closure w.r.t. 5 by M.RL into downward 
closure w.r.t. 52 by A.R.RQT. 
l 9? is replaced by LR.pc[W(R)], where pc is the mapping defined in the proof of 
Theorem 4.5. 
l 93 is changed into {R E W 1 R c HAVOCv }. 
Finally, & is replaced by its converse, namely by set inclusion. 
The meaning of inputs x such that R(x) = {T} has now changed. Such an input 
no longer indicates an occurrence of a miracle, but it is an aborting input; remember, 
that for 51 now LK denotes the bottom element. Then, clearly, TOPq is the abort 
relation and, therefore, it is easily verified that we have obtained a model of angelic 
nondeterminism and partial correctness. 
We conclude with a remark on a further research direction. In order to establish a 
concept of robust correctness and a wp-calculus for communicating systems, the model 
is to be generalized from the “flat” domain case to the case of streams yielding a 
compositional model of stream-processing relations [ 121. 
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